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Board Meetings
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Introduction

The task at hand: brief your executives and the board on the progress 
your team has made this quarter. If you’ve ever had to do it before, 
you’ve experienced firsthand how difficult it can be. You want to 
put your best foot forward, and effectively depict the work of your 
team, but it can be difficult for even experienced technical leaders to 
anticipate with certainty what your board of directors is going to want 
to know. Even if you know what information to present, you still need to 
communicate the story in a way that will be understood by an executive 
business leader audience. 
The simple truth is that there isn’t one set presentation that you can run through to all board of directors 
and all situations. But we can anticipate what information will be most relevant based on certain board cues 
and basic information about your company. Boards of growth stage companies, for example, are likely to be 
much more concerned with the new innovative initiatives your team is working on and ensuring your team 
is enabled to continue focusing on growth. Companies in maintenance mode or those owned by PE firms 
are more likely to field more questions on what you’re doing to increase operational efficiencies and prevent 
customer churn. Equally important is nailing down the story you’re trying to tell - what you want your Board 
to take away from the meeting. Once you know what to look for, you can get ahead of your board’s needs, 
and prepare for the board meeting accordingly. 

In this eBook, we will review what to consider presenting to your Board and executive team, and the  
slides you might want to prepare based on the questions your board will want answered. These slides are 
not one-size-fits-all (all companies and Boards are different!), but they can provide a solid foundation for 
R&D leaders. 
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To one Board a certain slide might be too much detail, but to another, 
it could be the perfect. A slide’s relevance is completely based on your 
company’s focus areas. Let’s discuss a few factors for deciding what 
slides to include in your board presentation. 
 
Start with the Story 
Before you sit down to prepare your slides, ask yourself the following: what’s been the recent “story” of 
your engineering team? Are you moving in the right direction in achieving your strategic objectives? Did 
you hit unanticipated obstacles, and what’s your plan to solve for them?  The answers to these questions 
identify what’s most pertinent for your board to know. No matter what information you end up presenting,  
it should always be in service of telling the story of your engineering team. 

Address Outstanding Questions 
Have your board previously asked questions in board meetings that you’ve been unable to answer, or feel 
you did not address adequately? Come prepared (with additional data, if needed) to address those same 
questions, as they’re likely to come up again in the future. 

Growth Mode vs Maintenance Mode vs Constraint Mode 
Team and company needs are drastically different depending on the current state of the company. Are you 
in growth mode after a big round of funding? Your board is going to care about your ability to focus on 
innovation work, and the status of upcoming market moving features. If you’re in maintenance mode, your 

What To Consider When Deciding  
Which Slides to Present
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company might be more focused on operational efficiency, output, and quality. Companies with resource 
constraints tend to focus on the trade-offs required and where resources are shifting to adapt. 

Company Ownership: Venture Capital vs PE vs Public 
Always consider who your audience is. Venture Capital board members care about growth and innovation, 
and they want to see your ability to strategically lead while your headcount is growing. Private Equity board 
members might want to see that necessary strategic shifts in strategy are being executed properly, and 
that engineering is moving towards a shared vision. Public companies might value incremental changes, 
organizational stability, and operational efficiency. 
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Slide Topic 1: 
R&D Investment 
Distribution
Questions to address: 

What is this expensive large team doing 
over there? 

Are they working on things that are most 
important to the business? 

What are they doing such that they can’t 
ship feature X? 

Why can’t we go faster? 

How much are we investing in specific 
projects?

Most useful for: 

Resource Constrained, Maintenance 
Stage, or Growth Stage Companies 

VC-backed, PE-owned, and  
Public Companies

6
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The goal of this slide is to offer transparency into what the team is doing and drive shared understanding 
with the board and your business leaders around where the efforts are going. The R&D team is one of, if 
not the biggest investment your company is making, so the board should be making sure the return on that 
investment is strong. This is the place to talk about goals and how your team is or is not supporting the 
company’s strategic decisions; for example to invest in a particular market, channel, or sales motion.

At the end of the day, the management team and board need to understand that engineering is a zero-
sum game - given the same number of engineers and dollars, the organization cannot build everything, 
so choosing to work on one project will necessarily come at the cost of another. How you choose 
to communicate that will help drive the conversation, and we suggest breaking the work being done 
into logical categories or allocations (where are resources being allocated?) that contribute to your 
understanding and from which implicit conclusions can be drawn.

It’s easiest to think of this as a two step conversation. Step one: drive transparency so that the board 
understands what is being done, and under which categories that work falls. Step two: If you have a 
change or ask of the board or if they do, ensure the allocations or break downs you chose to show them 
reflect your intuition and support your ask. For example, if your ask is, “we need to fund more feature 
engineering,” then show how much work is being done in various engineering categories (like bug fixes, 
roadmap work, infrastructure, etc.). That way you can point to these categories to prove, “see how much 
maintenance costs us? We need more funds if we want to develop new features because this maintenance 
is a baseline we cannot avoid.” 

And there are plenty of ways to split these allocations. Split by product line, you might be showing the 
board and management team, “see how much it costs to support this old product?” Split by customer 

Slide Topic 1: R&D Investment Distribution

Slide Topic 1: R&D Investment Distribution

https://jellyfish.co/solutions/strategic-alignment
https://jellyfish.co/blog/what-is-allocation/
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base, your reveal could be, “see how much it costs to support this kind of customer?” If you think 
you are spread like peanut butter and need to focus, show the 4 product lines you are spread across 
simultaneously and the amount of work they each demand. If it’s material to your board or management 
team, share multiple different allocations.

Some example allocations you could think about:

• Investment Category; for example: how many resources are we investing in new feature development 
vs. infrastructure work vs. customer support requests?

•	 Themes; for example: how many resources have we been allocating to building integrations vs. UX 
work vs. security or paying down tech debt?

• Releases; for example: how is our team split across current and historical releases of our product?

• Business Objective; for example: how much engineering effort can we attribute to attracting new 
customers vs. reducing the risk of churn in existing ones?

• Market Segment; for example: how is our team allocated with regards to enterprise customers vs. 
SMB, or Government clients vs. OEM opportunities?  

Other additions to this slide:
• Some key financials for the R&D team on a quarterly basis

• An overview of the strategic goals as you see them for the company and any outcomes the R&D team 
has achieved toward those goals
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Growth (Product, Feature, Roadmap)
Infrastructure (Scalability, Tech debt, Pre-prod bugs)
Customer / Production Support
Other / Unplanned Work

Historical Investment Allocation (R&D FTEs) Key R&D Financials

Actual vs. Plan - - - 98% 102% --

% Growth R&D 39% 41% 41% 49% 55% --

Total R&D ($) / 
Revenue 2.1 2.0 1.8 1.2 2.3

--

FTE

R&D Investment Distribution

Q3A Q4A Q1A Q2E

R&D Headcount 
Spend $ $ $ $

Technical Debt $ $ $ $
Hosting/Storage 
Costs $ $ $ $

     COGS $ $ $ $
     Internal $ $ $ $
3rd Party Licenses $ $ $ $
[OTHER]

Overview of Strategic Initiatives

Initiative Objective

Initiative 1 Summary of Goal / Outcome

Initiative 2 Summary of Goal / Outcome

Initiative 3 Summary of Goal / Outcome

Slide Topic 1: R&D Investment Distribution 9
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Slide Topic 2: 
Deliverables
Questions to address: 

When is X going to be done?  

What else are they doing over there? 

Why aren’t they building Y feature? 

When are they going to be done with it?

What’s this all costing us?

Most useful for: 

Startups & Growth Stage Companies

VC-backed, and Public Companies

10
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Slide Topic 2: Deliverables
This may be over simplifying, but at the end of the day, you as an engineering leader have one job: to get 
product out the door. Just as sales leaders have the job to get things sold, it is yours to build the things 
they will sell so that your users can use it. Your goal with this slide should be to communicate what is 
being done, when it will be shipped, and when it can be used (whether that means the sales team can 
start selling it, users can start using it, sales engineers can start demoing it, etc.). The board is looking 
to understand how your projects are being executed (on a macro level), any predicted pitfalls, and other 
targets for the year ahead. 

Remember that, while this might seem pedantic to you, it isn’t coming from a place of mistrust. More often 
than not, business leaders simply have to plan around delivery for sales and marketing timelines, and the 
board wants to know that can happen.

The art here is to know exactly which things to surface and with what granularity. That will become easier 
as you get to know your board better. As you understand the cares of each member better, make sure to 
cover those. Focus on the deliverables that really tell your team’s story, and avoid topics that can confuse. 
The products built by the engineering team are what allow the rest of the company to sell, to profit, and to 
grow. It’s important that you tactfully remind the board of that up front.

Slide Topic 2: Deliverables

https://jellyfish.co/solutions/engineering-execution
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Here are some points you might want to include on this first slide:
High-level Progress Report 

• List the major features or deliverables in flight and the progress the team has made toward completion

• Any major bugs or customer requests, or other substantive efforts across the company that are worth 
paying attention to, as well as the status and/or % completion of those issues. 

• Deliverables (Features/Issues/Projects) that management would stop you in the hall to ask about (the 
show-stoppers, for example “how’s that twitter integration coming?”) 

Forecasting 

• Compiled predictions (% completion, % burndown, or predicted ship date)

• Progress points: three months out, six months out, nine months out, and a year 

• Any risks that might cause major delays

• Note: if you can’t give a prediction, then segment larger projects and talk through progress on each 
segment (for example, instead of the progress of “that twitter integration,” break it down into the Twitter 
API integration vs. Twitter UI vs. Twitter targeting, etc.)  

Slide Topic 2: Deliverables
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Deliverables

Current 
Quarter 

Deliverable 
Breakdown

Last Quarter
Deliverable 
Breakdown

Business Objective Initiative Anticipated Deliverables / Impact % 
Complete

Target 
Complete

Lifetime 
Cost

Top-Line Growth

Product development 
initiative 1

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) 80% 7/22 $332K

Product development 
initiative 2

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) Complete 6/22 $200K

Bottom-Line 
Management / KTLO

Product development 
initiative 3

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) Complete 5/22 $139K

Support / Quality Product development 
initiative 4

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) 75% 9/22 $230K

Increase Retention Product development 
initiative 1

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) Complete 5/22 $155K

Security Posture Product development 
initiative 2

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) Complete 6/22 $190K

Top-Line Growth Product development 
initiative 3

- List key completed deliverables (e.g., features) or 
Impact (e.g., modernized user experience) 70% 6/22 $222K

Potential Risks

Summary of potential risks or challenges to delivering the anticipated initiatives 
over the coming quarter

Key Updates

Key updates relevant to the board (e.g., key highlights or changes from previous 
plans)

Slide Topic 2: Deliverables 13
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Slide Topic 3:  
Quality
Questions to address: 
Why is the product so buggy? 

Why isn’t the engineering team doing 
anything about it?  

Do they not realize we lost X/Y customers 
because of problem Z?  

Do they have a handle on quality  
over there?   

Most useful for: 
Maintenance Stage Companies; 

PE-owned, and Public Companies

14
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Slide Topic 3: Quality
So much of software engineering is battling against the oncoming storm. Any externally visible quality 
problem, be it a bug or a glitch or something else unforeseen, comes back to the engineers - your team. 
Get ahead of it and show how you’re managing to the current weather. This will help your leaders and 
board members understand how you’re facing problems head on. Show your command of the problem by 
measuring and sharing quality issues on a regular basis and the implied process in addressing them.

Remember, the business will rarely ask to see this, but it’s important to show this slide even if you think the 
board does not care. This applies whether you’ve run into problems or not. Waiting for the storm to hit is 
too late. You need to demonstrate command in regular weather. 

When you address concerns preemptively, you form a more confident bond with the executives and board. 
This will build trust that you have command of issues and of how well the team is equipped to solve them. 

Slide Topic 3: Quality
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Some topics to include in this slide are:

Externally visible quality issues, failures, and defects reported 

• How many quality problems are we seeing week on week/month on month coming in (an objective 
measure of “quality”)

• How many are hanging out there - the “backlog”

•    How many production failures or incidents are we experiencing 

Resolution rate/approach

• Mean/median time to respond

• Mean/median time to repair

•    Issues resolved week over week 

Qualitative additions 

• Anticipated challenges (including delays and morale issues or other work being redirected)

• Upcoming busy periods (for example, Black Friday for E-commerce businesses)

Slide Topic 3: Quality
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Status 98% 36 26 hrs 53 255
Uptime Alerts MTTR Post-Production Bugs Support Issues

Δ vs. last Q +0% +2 -4 +2 -10

Δ vs. last Y +1% -5 -10 -7 -10

% Change - (20%) (17%) 0% (20%)
# P1 & P2 
Defects 25 23 21 20 10

Tech Support 
Tix 200 220 215 200 210

Support 
Tix/Customer 1.64 1.28 1.33 1.02 1.16

Defect Aging Report

Quality

Failure Rate

Q2 2022 Monthly Failure Rate 2 Trending (→↗↗↘↘)

Δ vs. last Q +0% →

Δ vs. last Y -50% ↘↘

Slide Topic 3: Quality 17
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Slide Topic 4:  
Delivery & Operations 
Questions to address: 

How fast are things getting done? 

How quickly are we shipping new things? 

Are we hitting our delivery goals? 

Why aren’t we doing more or what are we 
doing to increase efficiency? 

Is the team working hard? 

Have we gotten more or less productive 
since work from home started? 

Sales measures productivity, why can’t 
these guys?  

Most useful for: 
Resource Constrained or Maintenance 
Stage Companies

PE-owned, and Public Companies

18
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The board and executive team don’t have the same instinct as you do into how efficiently things are being 
delivered, how well the processes or the team are working, or the “productivity” of your team. To be clear, 
the word productivity can mean different things to different people.  However, regardless of what you think 
of it or how hard it is to define, articulating macro delivery, operational, and productivity trends can make a 
big difference in their perception of your abilities as a manager and your team. So make sure to evidence 
your command over the efficiency of your team. How is your team generally improving?  What’s standing in 
your way? If your company just committed to a new work from anywhere policy, for example, your board is 
likely wondering, “are we getting faster or slower?”

Often, engineering leaders will tell us they would rather not run a slide like this because unlike sales, it’s 
hard to provide a fully objective measure like dollars sold. For example, It’s true that very low level metrics 
like lines of code committed don’t portray a coherent picture of the real work that you’re seeing day in and 
day out, but instead potentially coding style. But higher level metrics like deployment frequency, issues 
resolved, or cycle time can be indicators of that work and the general organizational and process health, 
and they will serve you well to get your point across. Think about which metrics make the most sense 
to track for your team, that convey general sense of activity leading to progress, and what you want to 
convey to the board as being most important. Keep in mind that the board may not have as deep of an 
understanding for the sausage making of Agile and Devops processes, tools, or how your team uses them.

While delivery metrics are often fairly straightforward, there is no perfect measure of productivity or team 
health by any means. It’s worth calling out that some these metrics can be gamed, but they are not 
meant to be all-encompassing, and they are not meant to be perfect (plus, gaming would require a large, 
concerted effort as a team scales). The point of them is to show trends and least common denominator 
heartbeats on health and activity. You and your board will want to know that if there’s a significant increase 
or decrease in activity, it’s something you are aware of and keeping an eye on, and ultimately taking steps 

Slide Topic 4:  Delivery & Operations 
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to improve. This becomes especially important to the business during times of turbulence (both to the 
business and in the world more broadly), and for teams who operate remotely (as is most often the case 
today). Just make sure you choose ones that make sense for the story and things you really care about. 

Some of the topics you can think about including are: 
 
Delivery Metrics

• Lead time for changes

• Deployment frequency

•    On-target Delivery Rate 

Operational & Productivity Metrics

• Cycle time

• Tickets/Issues resolved

• PRs merged or reviewed

• How much unplanned work came up during the quarter

• Sprint completion rate

•    Story points completed 

Specific	Highlighted	Issues

• Any recent blockers to delivery or productivity issues or trends worth calling out

• Potential solutions

Slide Topic 4:  Delivery & Operations 
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Current Q 4.4 days 6.5 days 1.8k 1.3k

Lead Time Issue Cycle Time Issues Resolved PRs Merged

Δ vs. last Q -1.5 days -1.3 days -50 -300

Δ vs. last Y -3.5 days +0.3 days +200 +200

Delivery & Operations
On-Target Delivery

Q2 21 Q3 21 Q4 21 Q1 22

% On-Time Delivery 75 82 80 83

% In-Budget Delivery 64 70 75 78

Deployment Rate (Agility)

PR
O
DU

CT
IV
IT
Y

Lead Time (Time to Market)

Unplanned Work

21Slide Topic 4:  Delivery & Operations 
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Slide Topic 5:  
People and Recruiting 
Questions to address:  
How many people did we hire? 

How many people do we still need? 

Why don’t we have them yet? 

How are our new hires doing? 

If we’re waiting for X or Y people to get 
on-boarded before we can build Z - why 
is it taking so long? 

How is morale over there?   

22

Most useful for: 
All companies 
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Addressing questions around your people and recruiting for your organization is not R&D-specific. Any 
leader of any function needs to answer this. However, there can be a special emphasis on the engineering 
team because the truth is, hiring for engineering can be a long, difficult, and expensive process. And if 
you’ve communicated well enough that engineering is a zero-sum game - that the reason you can’t build 
whatever shiny new product or feature is because the team is small, limited, or fully committed (a point 
you’ll have elaborated on in slide 1), the board and the business will be linking the development of that 
shiny new feature to your hiring progress.

R&D teams ebb and flow from a size and growth perspective, and the focus of your slide may change 
depending on which “mode” your team is at the moment. Teams move from growth mode, to onboarding 
mode, to stable mode and back again. 

In growth mode, you’ll want to show your progress, and your command of the hiring process. Since it will 
be a while until you get your hires done, show the funnel, progress in getting there. And show how much 
time it consumes. It’s important for the board to remember that people on your team are not coding when 
they’re interviewing! This will also help drive priority, help, and empathy from others. If, for example, you’re 
having top of funnel problems, maybe your board or executive team knows of other companies that have 
recently laid engineers off, and they can find some resumes for you. When offers are accepted, it may be 
worth reminding that this doesn’t mean the team can deliver that new feature tomorrow. 

That brings us to onboarding and ramping mode. Especially if you’ve linked hiring to the ability to build 
and deliver a new product or feature, it’s important to show that after hiring is done, new hires still need 
to ramp. Communicate this to others by showing a measure of onboarding tracking (how fully ramped are 
they?). Some key productivity metrics might be a good place to start. 

Slide Topic 5: People and Recruiting

Slide Topic 5:  People and Recruiting

https://blog.jellyfish.co/insights/5-VPE-slides-board-meetings-pt3
https://jellyfish.co/solutions/performance-productivity
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All of this will be less important when the team is in stable mode, especially when the business is flat or during crisis 
times. During these times, it will be more important to show that you have a command of the morale, performance, 
and health of the team.

Here are some topics you can include in this slide: 
 
Hiring Report

• People hired this period / this year (and percentage of total needed personnel)

• High priority roles still needed for each department

• Evidence of progress toward recruiting

• For example, number of interviews (include levels of interviews; first, second, in-person vs. virtual) could get this 
point across

• How many new people you anticipate your team will need in the next quarter or year?  

Onboarding

• A high-level view of how quickly or how many new hires have fully ramped

• The ways that you measure how quickly a new hire is ramping on the team

• For example: the average engineer on the team reviews X number of PRs per week, how does the new hire do? 

Culture

• Culture plays a big role in the performance, retention, and recruiting for your team. Add some measure of 
employee satisfaction to show the board where you stand.

Slide Topic 5: People and Recruiting
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Headcount Waterfall

High Priority Open Positions

Position Target Start Date Days Open

UI/UX Lead 7/1/2022 36

Front-end Developer 8/1/2022 12

Senior Data Scientist 9/1/2022 25

Product Design Lead 9/1/2022 7

New Hire Ramp Scale

People

Q1 20

Developer Satisfaction

Metrics Actuals Trending (→↗↗↘↘)

Developer Satisfaction
E.g. I have the tools and processes to get my job 
done; I see myself working here in 6 months

63 →

Attrition Rate 5% ↗↗

Percentage of New Hires Fully Ramped by EOQ

25Slide Topic 5: People and Recruiting
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Data-driven Engineering Leadership
Being data-driven about the way you present to the leadership team 
and board will help you align the work your engineering teams do 
with the goals of the business, and foster trust and support for you. 
Now more than ever, data-driven decision making has also become a 
crucial part of managing R&D teams effectively. Leaders with insights 
and visibility into what their teams are working on face significant 
competitive advantages over their peers.

As your group scales, it can become difficult to aggregate all the 
metrics necessary to properly build a presentation like the one above. 
It’s important to keep a steady state of communication with your 
engineering managers or directors to keep a pulse on things. But 
there are also tools to help you automate this process. Engineering 
Management Platforms (EMP) like Jellyfish aggregate engineering 
signals with business context to give better visibility into deliverable 
progress, product quality, investments, and operations of the entire 
organization. 

https://jellyfish.co/platform/what-is-engineering-management/
https://jellyfish.co/platform/what-is-engineering-management/
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About Jellyfish

Jellyfish is the pioneer Engineering Management Platform that enables 
engineering leaders to align engineering work with strategic business 
objectives.

By analyzing engineering signals and contextual business data, Jellyfish 
provides complete visibility into engineering organizations, the work 
they do, and how they operate. Companies like Mastercard, Priceline, 
Zoominfo, and Pagerduty use Jellyfish to optimize the allocation of 
engineering resources to focus their teams on what matters most to 
the business.

27
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